
HOSTS & SPONSORSHIPS 
2023 PROSPECTUS 



TITLE-LEVEL     SPONSOR LIMITS   AMOUNT   MORE INFO (PAGE) 

DIAMOND      (Limit 1)     $50,000       4 

PLATINUM      (Limit 2)      $40,000       5 

GOLD        (Limit 3)     $30,000        6 

SILVER       (Limit 4)     $20,000        7 

Event Hosts 



EVENTS        SPONSOR LIMITS   AMOUNT    PAGE 

EVENING RECEPTIONS - OPEN BAR 

SPONSOR         (Limit 4)      $15,000      8 

CO-SPONSOR         (Unlimited)     $7,500      8 

REFRESHMENTS 

SPONSOR         (Limit 2)      $7,500      9 

CO-SPONSOR         (Limit 4)      $3,500      9 

POLICY FORUM - MEETING SPACE 

SPONSOR         (Limit 1)      $7,500      10 

CO-SPONSOR         (Limit 2)      $3,500      10 

LANYARD SPONSOR & MOBILE APP SPONSOR (Limit 1)      $5,000      11 

CONTACT INFORMATION                   12

Event Sponsorships 



-Designation and intentional verbal recognition throughout RNG SUMMIT as the only DIAMOND HOST 

-Includes up to ten (10) registrations to RNG SUMMIT ($10,500+ value) 

-Representatives may receive additional invitation(s) to private dinner or networking events during RNG SUMMIT 

-Opportunity to distribute company specific marketing materials to each seat (prior to RNG Policy Forum on Wed-Thur) 

-Exclusive listing, leading and most prominent host/sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT promotions, including but not limited to 
email distributions to entire industry database 

-Exclusive listing, leading and most prominent host/sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT program and event signs during RNG 
Policy Forum, and Evening Receptions 

-Exclusive listing, leading and most prominent host/sponsor logo on RNG Coalition’s RNG SUMMIT webpage leading up to, 
throughout and up to one year following the event 

                         

                         4

Diamond Host: $50,000 



-Designation and intentional verbal recognition throughout RNG SUMMIT as one of two possible PLATINUM HOSTS 

-Includes up to eight (8) registrations to RNG SUMMIT ($8,400+ value) 

-Representatives may receive additional invitation(s) to private dinner or networking events during RNG SUMMIT 

-Opportunity to distribute company specific marketing materials to each seat (prior to RNG Policy Forum on Wed-Thur) 

-Premier listing of host/sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT promotions, including but not limited to email distributions to entire 
industry database 

-Premier listing of host/sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT program and event signs during Policy Forum and Evening Receptions 

-Premier listing of host/sponsor logo on RNG Coalition’s RNG SUMMIT webpage leading up to, throughout and up to one 
year following the event 

                         

                        5

Platinum Host: $40,000 



-Designation and intentional verbal recognition throughout RNG SUMMIT as one of three possible GOLD HOSTS 

-Includes up to six (6) registrations to RNG SUMMIT ($6,300+ value) 

-Representatives may receive additional invitation(s) to private dinner or networking events during RNG SUMMIT 

-Opportunity to distribute company specific marketing materials to each seat (prior to RNG Policy Forum on Wed-Thur) 

-Elevated listing of host/sponsor logo on all RNG SUMMIT promotions, including but not limited to email distributions to 
entire industry database 

-Elevated listing of host/sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT program and event signs during RNG Policy Forum and Evening 
Receptions 

-Elevated listing of host/sponsor logo on RNG Coalition’s RNG SUMMIT webpage leading up to, throughout and up to one 
year following the event 

                         

                        6

Gold Host: $30,000 



-Designation and intentional verbal recognition throughout RNG SUMMIT as one of four possible SILVER HOSTS 

-Includes up to five (5) registrations to RNG SUMMIT ($5,250+ value) 

-Representatives may receive additional invitation(s) to private dinner or networking events during RNG SUMMIT 

-Opportunity to distribute company specific marketing materials to each seat (prior to RNG Policy Forum on Wed-Thur) 

-Prominent listing of host/sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT promotions, including but not limited to email distributions to entire 
industry database 

-Prominent listing of host/sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT program and event signs during RNG Policy Forum and Evening 
Receptions 

-Prominent listing of host/sponsor logo on RNG Coalition’s RNG SUMMIT webpage leading up to, throughout and up to one 
year following the event 

                         

                        7

Silver Host: $20,000 



-Designation and intentional verbal recognition during RNG SUMMIT as one of four possible Evening Reception Sponsors 

-Includes up to four (4) registrations to RNG SUMMIT ($4,200+ value) 

-Designated listing of Sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT promotions, including but not limited to email distributions to entire 
industry database 

-Designated listing of Sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT program and event signs during Evening Reception, and on RNG 
Coalition’s RNG SUMMIT webpage leading up to, throughout and up to one year following the event

-Designation and verbal recognition during RNG SUMMIT as an Evening Reception Co-Sponsor 

-Includes up to two (2) registrations to RNG SUMMIT ($2,100+ value) 

-Company listing and Co-Sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT promotions, including but not limited to email distributions to 
entire industry database 

-Company listing and Co-Sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT program and event signs during Evening Reception and on RNG 
Coalition’s RNG SUMMIT webpage leading up to, throughout and up to one year following the event      
  

Evening Receptions Sponsor: $15,000 

Co-Sponsor: $7,500 
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-Designation and intentional verbal recognition throughout RNG SUMMIT as one of up to four Refreshments Sponsors 

-Includes up to three (3) registrations to RNG SUMMIT ($3,150+ value) 

-Designated listing and Sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT promotions, including but not limited to email distributions to entire 
industry database 

-Company listing and Sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT program and on RNG Coalition’s RNG SUMMIT webpage leading up to, 
throughout and up to one year following the event                
     

Refreshments Sponsor: $7,500 

Co-Sponsor: $3,500 
-Designation as one of up to four Refreshments Co-Sponsors; Includes one (1) registration to RNG SUMMIT ($1,050+ value) 

-Company listing and Co-Sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT promotions, including but not limited to email distributions to entire 
industry database 

-Company listing and Co-Sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT program and on RNG Coalition’s RNG SUMMIT webpage leading up 
to, throughout and up to one year following the event  
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-Intentional verbal recognition throughout RNG SUMMIT as only Meeting Space Sponsor 

-Includes up to three (3) registrations to RNG SUMMIT ($3,150+ value) 

-Designated listing of Sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT promotions, including but not limited to email distributions to entire 
industry database 

-Designated listing of Sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT program and RNG Coalition’s RNG SUMMIT webpage leading up to, 
throughout and up to one year following the event 

                        10

Meeting Space Sponsor: $7,500 

Co-Sponsor: $3,500 
-Designation throughout RNG SUMMIT as one of two possible Meeting Space Co-Sponsors 

-Includes up to one (1) registration to RNG SUMMIT ($1,050+ value) 

-Company listing and Co-Sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT promotions, including but not limited to email distributions to entire 
industry database 

-Company listing and Co-Sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT program and on RNG Coalition’s RNG SUMMIT webpage leading up 
to, throughout and up to one year following the event              10



-Designation during RNG SUMMIT as the only Lanyard Sponsor (logo featured on lanyards/badge holders) 

-Includes up to two (2) registrations to RNG SUMMIT ($2,100+ value) 

-Company listing and Sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT promotions, including but not limited to email distributions to entire 
industry database 

-Company listing and Sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT program and event signs during Lunches and Evening Receptions, and 
on RNG Coalition’s RNG SUMMIT webpage leading up to, throughout and up to one year following the event 

Lanyard Sponsor: $5,000 

Mobile App Sponsor: $5,000 
-Designation during RNG SUMMIT as the only Mobile App Sponsor (logo featured in app) 

-Includes up to two (2) registrations to RNG SUMMIT ($2,100+ value) 

-Includes opportunity to include Sponsor company logo on promotional give-away items during RNG SUMMIT check-in 

-Company listing and Sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT promotions, including but not limited to email distributions to entire 
industry database 

-Company listing and Sponsor logo on RNG SUMMIT program, on Mobile App specific event signs and on RNG Coalition’s 
RNG SUMMIT webpage leading up to, throughout and up to one year following the event
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Thank you in advance for your financial support. Your sponsorship and participation enables us to 
further advance RNG advocacy and education on behalf of the RNG industry across North America. 

For additional Host, Sponsorship, Payment - or RNG Coalition Membership Info - please contact:       
                              
Johannes Escudero                      
Founder & CEO                           
916.588.3033                      
916.520.4764 (4RNG)                  
Johannes@RNGCoalition.com    

For RNG SUMMIT Registration or Hotel Room Block Information, please contact: 

LeSharon Escudero                      
Director of Events Manager                                                              
916.588.3033                         
LeSharon@RNGCoalition.com 

Please make checks payable to: Coalition for Renewable Natural Gas 

Please remit payment to: 

Coalition for Renewable Natural Gas                  
Attn: RNG SUMMIT                      
1017 L Street, #513                      
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Contact Information 

mailto:LeSharon@RNGCoalition.com

